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Since our last ERM conference in 2007, there 
have been two major developments: the eruption 
of the biggest fi nancial crisis of our time, and the 
agreement on the Solvency II directive. 

As we all know, the fi nancial crisis has had a 
signifi cant impact on insurer balance sheets and 
industry profi tability. Insurers the world over have 
been hit by falling equity prices, asset defaults, 
widening credit spreads and losses from directors 
and offi cers liability policies and US hurricanes.

Against this backdrop of global economic crisis 
and poor performance, insurers continue to be 
challenged by a wave of regulatory and stakeholder 
pressures, accelerating the need for improved risk 
management, rigorous quantitative analysis and 
greater transparency. 

Rating agencies, regulators and investors are 
increasingly demanding that companies have 
documented ERM programmes in place.

ERM brings consistency to the measurement of risk 
and allows a company to understand accumulations 
of exposure that can threaten its strategic and 
fi nancial objectives. 

Embedding ERM in the organisation is also a 
pre-condition for getting credit for internal economic 
capital assessments from rating agencies and, 
under Solvency II, from regulators. 

For many insurers, developing their risk strategy 
now ranks high on the list of priorities in response 
to these external demands and the need to 
incorporate ERM into their strategic decision 
making. Solvency II requires insurers to explicitly 
consider their risk strategy and to build it into 
their risk management processes. 

An organisation’s risk strategy needs to be 
articulated in a way that satisfi es the interests 
of all the organisation’s key stakeholders – 
policyholders, shareholders, regulators, rating 
agencies, management and employees. Each of 
these has a different perspective on risk and will 
look for different things from a risk strategy.

A statement of risk strategy provides the reference 
point against which to benchmark risk taking and 
risk mitigation activity within the organisation, 
defi ning boundaries within which risk-based 
decision making can occur.

Once a risk strategy has been appropriately 
defi ned, companies can create value by proactively 
selecting those risks that best fi t with their own risk 
appetite and core areas of expertise.

The winners of the future will be those companies 
that embrace ERM and create value through better 
risk-based decision making. But to get there, these 
companies will have to defi ne a risk strategy and 
embed it throughout the organisation.
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Isaac Alfon, Prudential Plc.

Isaac Alfon is Head of Solvency II Regulatory 
Change at Prudential Plc. Isaac joined Prudential 
Plc from HM Treasury, where he began his focus 
on Solvency II and has since continued to be 
extensively involved in the development of the new 
regulatory regime. In addition to advising Prudential 
Plc’s senior management on the implications of 
Solvency II, Isaac is responsible for ensuring a 
holistic view is shared across the organisation 
during the analysis and design of solutions. 

Olav Jones, Fortis

Olav Jones is Head of Risk at Fortis, reporting 
to the group CRO. Olav has over 18 years of 
experience working in the fi elds of risk, capital and 
value-based management within large fi nancial 
organisations. Before joining Fortis, he started his 
career with Oliver, Wyman & Co and then worked 
for Prudential Plc. As well as responsibility for 
optimising the measurement and management 
of insurance risks across the group, he has a 
co-ordination role for projects and processes 
relating to Embedded Value reporting, provision 
adequacy and re-insurance. Olav also plays 
an active role internally and externally in the 
development of Solvency II and was Chairman 
of the CEA Solvency II Steering Group from 
September 2004 to October 2006. He has a 
degree in engineering from Exeter University and 
a Masters in Finance from Cambridge University.

Laura Pilar Duque, DGS

Laura Pilar Duque is Deputy Director at DGS, the 
Spanish insurance authority. Since 2007, Laura has 
been responsible for insurance market supervision 
at the regulator and collaborates on a frequent basis 
at an international level with countries including 
Poland, Bulgaria and Lebanon. She is also one of 
the Spanish representatives at CEIOPS and leads 
the QIS exercises from the regulatory side for the 
Spanish market. Laura is an actuary by profession 
and has held the position of Professor for actuarial 
matters at the Complutense University, Madrid.

Esteban Tejera Montalvo, MAPFRE S.A.

Esteban Tejera Montalvo is a Member of the Board 
and General Manager at MAPFRE S.A. Since fi rst 
joining the Spanish Ministry of Economy and 
Finance as a government fi nance inspector in 
1980, Esteban has accumulated close to thirty 
years of senior management experience in both 
the fi nance and insurance sectors. In early 2009, 
he was elected to the ICEA Board, which follows 
Board membership of a number of national 
and international associations including AISAM 
(Association International de Sociétés d’Assurances 
Mutuelles), ALASA (Asociación Latinoamericana 
de Aseguradores Agrarios), and AIAG (Association 
Internationale d’Assurances Grêle).
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to be able to survive. Before going into the detail of 
how to achieve a strategy, many companies should 
fi rst be asking themselves, “Do we want to be a 
company that will survive for the next 100 years?” 
You can then look back at some examples and see 
that although the models may not predict or include 
it, there have been some really extreme cases 
in property, credit and equity markets, and with 
operational problems over the last 100 years. If 
you designed your bottom-up ERM and risk strategy 
to survive them, I think more companies would 
have better prepared themselves for this crisis.

Isaac Alfon: When we think about the subject of 
risk strategies, we also think about what we call a 
risk governance framework, rather than a strategy, 
in the sense that “If x happens, then we’ll do y”. 
We also think about the framework in the sense of 
principles: principles that have to be implemented 
by the business around the world, and principles 
that a subsidiary will be held accountable to in 
terms of delivery. Obviously, we are thinking about 
the balance between governance and control and 
maximising value. There is a clear acceptance that 
we are in the business of accepting risk and that 
we have to manage that. 

Esteban Tejera: Mapfre is a Spanish group 
that is now international. When we talk about 
risk strategy, the most important factor is that 
the owner of all the risk is the Board of Directors. 
The general strategy is fi xed and implemented by 
the top executives and this passes down through 
the organisation with specifi c objectives that I will 
explain later in more depth.

Ian Farr: This panel session focuses on the 
topic of developing a risk strategy and we have 
put together a great panel to address these 
issues for you. 

We’ve received a large number of topical questions 
on this subject and the session has been 
structured around those. As there are too many 
questions to run through individually, we have 
assembled them into 8 or 9 key groups that cover 
most of the points raised. The groups of questions 
we have are:

 • What is meant by risk strategy?

 • How can you develop a risk strategy?

 • When should you review it?

 • Who should you communicate it to?

 • What metrics should you use?

 • How do you set tolerances based on those 
metrics?

 • How do you manage the risk strategy?

So the fi rst question is what is meant by a risk 
strategy? Olav, perhaps you could kick off on that.

Olav Jones: I come from a group that has 
changed quite radically over the past year, which 
has been, in part, linked to the fi nancial turmoil. 
I think the importance of ERM and risk strategy 
has become very clear. One of the key things is 
about starting at the Board level. In developing a 
risk strategy, you have to calculate the group’s risk 
appetite. The Board has to be very clear about 
what they want and what type of events they want 

Esteban Tejera 

 “The most important factor is that 
the owner of all the risk is the Board 
of Directors.”
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Olav Jones: I think it is a process that has 
to involve the businesses and the head offi ce 
in a very integrated way. It has to start with the 
businesses being asked, “What is your view of 
what you can do in your local market?” and “What 
makes most sense for your customers and your 
business?” It then has to be brought together in a 
central way. The next step is to understand what 
are the big bets that the group is taking, what are 
the big risks? Are they operational risks or are 
they fi nancial risks? And then coming back to the 
point about the risk appetite, how does that fi t in 
with where the overall group wants to be? Are we, 
for example, relying too much on products that 
are profi table now but will erode over time, without 
developing new areas of profi tability for the future? 
Or are we becoming very dependent on a certain 
currency exchange rate or the performance of a 
certain stock market? I think once that’s done, you 
then have to go back to the businesses and, in a 
second round, adjust the local strategies to fi t in 
with those global needs.

Laura Duque: From my regulatory point of view, 
there is not one answer for this question. What 
is clear and what we expect from the industry, 
however, is that in every company there should be a 
risk management policy, and the Board of Directors 
should be fully involved in putting this policy into 
practice. Of course, there should be an allocation 
of responsibility and, related to that, a mechanism 
to measure, control and manage the risks. There 
should also be a way of reporting from the bottom 
part of the company to the Board of Directors. If 
not, how else could a company have a general view 
of the different risks it faces? Taking all that into 
account, how can they put into practice the written 
policies that should be developed at all levels?

Laura Duque: This is a key issue that is 
also addressed in the Solvency II directive and 
is as important as the standard formula. It is 
so important that if a company does not have 
a proper system of governance in which it has 
included the risk management function and the 
risk management system, the supervisor could 
ask the company for a capital-add-on. So, the 
proper management of the company is not only 
a key point for very big or international insurance 
companies but also for national companies, big 
or small. A proper risk management system and 
function could give the company the ability not 
only to survive these diffi cult moments but also to 
develop good business, both for the policyholder 
and also for the shareholder. Risk management is 
essential. We have seen during these months that 
the main problems in companies came from risk 
management and how the company took the risks 
in a proper or improper way. In relation to this, the 
quantitative part is also important in so far as the 
management body needs to understand what they 
are doing and what the hypotheses are in those 
models or estimations.

Ian Farr: The next set of questions was around 
the process of developing a risk strategy and how 
best to do that. Perhaps I can ask Isaac to start on 
this subject.

Isaac Alfon: The development of the strategy 
is certainly a challenge that should not be 
underestimated. I say that because, whilst I am 
certain everyone in this room could come up 
with a risk strategy, that would only be the half 
of it. The other half is about implementing that 
strategy and ensuring your colleagues buy into that 
strategy. I think it is this process of buying-in that 
is sometimes underestimated. I think the recent 
survey from Towers Watson refers to the need for 
embedding ERM strategies: the strategies are 
there and we could all come up with one, but there 
is still a process of ensuring that there is buy-in 
within the company.

Olav Jones 

 “The next step is to understand what 
are the big bets that the group is taking, 
what are the big risks?”
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Olav Jones: I think it depends a bit on the 
precise defi nition of strategy. I would like to think 
the risk strategy is an inherent and integrated part 
of the business strategy. Many companies are 
very dependent on the performance in a particular 
year. This leaves them very exposed to turmoil 
as we have recently witnessed to an extreme 
degree. When you have signifi cant turmoil, those 
dependencies and risks come right to the surface. 
So, if you defi ne strategy in that way, you shouldn’t 
have to change it all the time. Instead, it should be 
a core business strategy, and relatively long term. 
If there are major events, such as a company coming 
into the market that disrupts it in some way, you 
have to reassess as soon as this new information 
becomes available. Immediately after it became 
clear that we were entering into a major fi nancial 
crisis, every company should have reassessed their 
existing strategy to check whether it still made 
sense. In normal times, however, I don’t think 
you should reassess more often than your overall 
strategy, which normally occurs once a year and 
even then will not in most cases change each year.

Esteban Tejera: As I said before, the best is 
to establish quarterly, six-monthly or yearly reports. 
Therefore, the important question here is how 
fl exible a company or a group is to change its policy 
in a specifi c moment. We have seen during the last 
months of the fi nancial turmoil how analysts and 
investors have changed their focus. The primary 
concern of analyst reports used to be concentrated 
upon our modest leverage and very conservative 
investments policy. Suddenly, at the end of last 
year, the concern was totally different. The issue 
was solvency and the rating. Therefore, we have 
dramatically changed our risk policy in our balance 
sheet during the last months. 

It is important to be fl exible in order to make 
changes, but it is also important for the top 
management to keep a policy when trends are 
going the other way. Although it is vital to be 
fl exible when analysing risks, it is also important to 
maintain a policy that limits risks in several areas.

Esteban Tejera: It is obvious that the problem 
is always to actually implement a policy. In the 
case of the risk strategy, as I said before, the 
problem for us is to incorporate this philosophy 
into the general objectives of the company. The 
most important thing is that everybody knows that 
this is a concern of the Board and each quarter 
there is a report on the table of the Board about 
operational risk, about capital buffers and so 
on. This is a totally different way of managing. 
Even with a very centralised policy of fi nancial 
investment in Spain and with clear policies on the 
limits of the investment in fi xed income portfolios, 
securities or real estate across different countries, 
this is not enough by itself. We still need to set the 
rules and tools for having the knowledge of how 
a situation is developing in a subsidiary, and then 
allow independence for the managers to run the 
business according to these rules.

Ian Farr: Having established a risk strategy, the 
next question, or perhaps a subsidiary question, is 
how often should you be reviewing that strategy? 
We had a number of questions on this. I think it 
is particularly important given the recent fi nancial 
turmoil as to how companies’ strategies should 
be changing as a result. There is a balance to be 
established between a quite tightly defi ned strategy 
that has to be changed regularly, and a much more 
open fl exible strategy that can be maintained over 
a longer period, but which perhaps doesn’t defi ne 
well what the organisation is about.

Olav, what is your perspective on this?
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Olav Jones: One vital aspect of the 
communication is the communication to the 
outside world, particularly to shareholders. We can 
sometimes be critical of analysts and the market 
because, as soon as there is some volatility, we 
believe they overreact and fail to understand 
insurance is about taking risk. At the same time, we 
also have to do our job in explaining. For example, a 
company which is predominantly a life company, but 
with some P&C business, may not have warned its 
shareholders that if there is a big storm, there will 
be a big loss. The company has to explain why that 
makes sense over time, and that the loss is just a 
result of them earning money over the cycle. Finally, 
the company has to then reassure the outside 
world that their pricing and business are designed 
to make money, despite the occasional extreme 
impact on the profi t and loss account. 

Ian Farr: I think that is a very important point. 
When you look back at the recent fi nancial crisis 
and its impact on the insurance industry, the 
vast majority of insurers have actually survived 
very well. They are still writing business and are 
still in play. Yes, perhaps it has been a fairly poor 
result in terms of shareholder value, but given the 
exposures to market risk within the industry, it is 
not entirely unexpected that the industry suffers 
major losses when there’s a market crisis. It is the 
lack of communication, as Olav suggested, that has 
quite possibly triggered so much surprise. 

We now move a bit from the conceptual aspect 
of risk strategy to practicalities. Our next set of 
questions was around metrics and how you express 
risk strategy in terms of those metrics? Olav, I think 
you have a few fairly strong thoughts around metrics.

Ian Farr: The next group of questions was 
around communication of risk strategy: is the risk 
strategy something that is a closely guarded secret 
within the company, within a small group, or is it 
something more broadly communicated? Isaac, 
can you provide any perspectives on the issue 
of communication?

Isaac Alfon: Clearly, just having a good risk 
strategy and having it embedded is not enough. 
It has to be communicated – communication is 
part of the embedding process. If I think now about 
Solvency II, we are very clear that the internal 
communication side of things is pretty important 
and we are thinking of what that means in terms of 
practical resources for the implementation project. 
So, communication is really at the centre of a good 
risk strategy. A note in a fi le is the best example 
I can give of what is not communication. What we 
mean here by communication is an active process 
of engagement with people within the business. 
You also need to give the people to whom you 
are communicating the power to do something 
about those risks. So, it is very important that the 
risk management framework makes the allocation 
of responsibilities to individuals and committees 
very clear. They can then deliver, whether it is in 
terms of managing those risks or whether in terms 
of escalating them. Last but not least, we have 
to remember that communication also has an 
external aspect to it. We have external stakeholders 
and it is crucial that our communication and risk 
management strategies are communicated to 
them in a proper manner. 

Laura Duque: I fully agree that risk 
management strategy should be communicated to 
all levels within the organisation. Of course, it is 
a responsibility of the Managing Board, but it does 
not have to remain with those members. If policy 
should move all the company, all the staff should 
be involved and embedded in this risk strategy. 
Also, due to the necessary process of adapting 
to changes in the economic environment, this 
strategy should be reviewed at least annually, 
particularly to check that the hypothesis and the 
goals are still aligned.

Isaac Alfon 

 “Just having a good risk strategy and 
having it embedded is not enough. 
It has to be communicated.”
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Esteban Tejera: I would like to talk a little about 
the metrics as an expression of the knowledge you 
have of your company. Having more variables and more 
measures is a way of understanding the world better. 
I remember when I was a student an old professor said 
that mathematical models and probability help to give 
a point of reference when you have no knowledge. The 
important thing is having the knowledge and applying 
this to the results. I am concerned about the trend 
of introducing new accounting models in insurance 
activities, refl ecting more statistical or stochastic 
techniques, instead of using real knowledge of the 
company that you have. So, we must be very careful 
in the development of Solvency II because nothing is 
more important than the application of common sense 
and knowledge of the business. You then have all the 
predictive tools to add to your experience. 

Ian Farr: Perhaps we can move onto some 
questions around how companies actually manage 
their businesses within a risk strategy appetite. 
Anyone like to kick off on this?

Isaac Alfon: Risk appetite statements have to 
come fi rst and foremost from the Board. In the case 
of Prudential, you can again see that we make those 
statements very clear in our annual report. We say 
that in the case of capital, and regardless of the 
metric – whether it is IGD, Solvency II or economic 
capital – we want to meet our capital requirements 
at all times. Then, obviously we want to achieve and 
maintain our target rating that allows us to meet our 
business objectives.

We are very clear that we need to manage the volatility 
of our earnings and that needs to be consistent with 
what our stakeholders want to see from us. We are 
also very clear that there are expectations out there 
about earnings and we need to manage those earnings 
appropriately across our geographies and in a way 
which is consistent with our funding strategies. So, 
once you have a set of statements, you can then via 
some form of interactive process start to work through 
what it really means in practice, and what kind of 
stresses are consistent with those statements. Once 
you have that, it all needs to be approved and validated 
throughout the Group. You are then in the business of 
operationalising that risk appetite statement. 

Olav Jones: One particular thought that has 
struck me during this crisis is that we have put a lot 
of effort into the economic metrics. In my view, this 
is completely right because through the economics 
and economic capital you really get to understand 
the long-term underlying way the business works, 
generates value and takes risk. The risk community 
has sometimes been guilty of not putting enough 
focus on the pure regulatory measures that now 
exist. We should have made sure the future could 
be linked with the current system and that we could 
model and understand how our current measures 
would perform under different stresses. Even an 
approximate estimate of that would have helped 
prepare everyone for the consequences of extreme 
events. Over time, of course, Solvency II will mean 
that the local solvency will become more aligned 
with the economics making it easier to manage, 
although the reality is somewhat different today.

Isaac Alfon: Perhaps the key consideration in 
terms of metrics is to take a step back and think 
for a second about what we are trying to do. I think 
it is clear what we are trying to do is strike the 
right balance between risk and return. Once you 
are very clear of what you are trying to do in terms 
of the conceptual framework, you can then start 
thinking about metrics. Obviously, that is not just 
about measuring risk-adjusted profi tability; it is also 
about your risk appetite statements. At Prudential, 
as anyone can see from our annual report, when 
we think about our risk appetite statement we think 
about two dimensions. First of all, we consider 
capital or stock measures, but we are also thinking 
about earnings or fl ow measures. When we think 
about capital, we clearly have economic capital 
in mind. We are, however, also thinking about the 
IGD – the Insurance Group Directive capital – which 
bites at group level and consequently affects all our 
operations in Asia, the States, and the UK. Moving 
on to profi tability, we are very clear that there are a 
number of measures out there that we have to think 
about. We have IFRS but we also report EEV results. 
This means that when we think about risk appetite, 
we try to think about all these measures and the 
inevitable tensions. We hope Solvency II will bring 
a closer alignment of the various measures.
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Laura Duque: I think it is very important for 
companies to understand the mathematical models 
they use at Management Board level. The key 
thing for us as supervisors is for the company to 
understand the limitations of this calculation. In 
addition, the model, calculation or assessment 
has to be tested regularly. In the end, statistics 
are statistics but the management of a company is 
something more complex than just one calculation. 
That is why I think at the beginning Esteban Tejeras 
or Tomas Muniesa was saying that common sense 
or real knowledge of the company is more than a 
calculation, and that is what we expect from you.

Audience Question: The metrics we are using 
are all very volatile so they are changing from one 
month to the next. How do you think this can be 
considered within your ERM model?

Olav Jones: I think there are a couple of 
things that we have to take into account. First 
of all, I think the insurance balance sheet will 
be fundamentally volatile because one of our 
key purposes is to take risk from customers and 
absorb them. So, under Solvency II, there will be 
fundamental volatility in our net resources and, 
therefore, available capital. On the other hand, 
Solvency II has been designed to allow for this 
and I think that we can’t underestimate how 
important the MCR and SCR framework within 
Solvency II is when coping with that. Solvency II 
was designed explicitly for that purpose and to 
avoid pro-cyclicality. Also, companies that want to 
be particularly strong will automatically want to 
have more than their target SCR: they will want to 
have 125%, 150% or even 200%. These companies 
should explain to the market that this is because 
their target rating and strength is far higher than 
the average company and that this allows them to 
cope with the volatility of their balance sheet, which 
will inevitably happen.

Audience Question: How do we explain 
to outsiders the different measures of available 
capital we have in the new regime under Solvency II, 
under IFRS, and other accounting?

Olav Jones: I think that capital is very complex. 
I think that one of the reasons why I was so keen – 
and why the industry is certainly very keen – on 
Solvency II is because we will end up with a slightly 
more simple approach. For me, that approach 
means starting off with your embedded value. 
You then, effectively, have a regulatory fi ltering 
process where the regulators, for hopefully good 
reasons, will say, “We are not going to allow all of 
that value as your capital”. As part of this process, 
which will be fairly straightforward, regulators will be 
saying, “The following elements will be taken out” 
or “We are not going to allow them to be fungible”. 
So, you should have a relatively simple process of 
explaining to everyone that here’s our view of our 
value based on our published embedded value; 
here’s what the regulator requires us to strip out; 
and here’s what is left, which is all capital for 
solvency purposes. That is a much simpler system 
compared to what we have now. Right now, almost 
every country has slightly different rules and if you 
are using S&P, they have again different rules. 
So, the ability to compare available capital and 
required capital across different companies and 
even units within a company is extremely diffi cult.

Audience Question: What do you think 
should be the horizon for the volatility that should 
be used in a model: one year, two years, three 
years, or the last 20 years?

Laura Duque: That is a very, very tricky 
question! I think one of the things we have to learn 
from this crisis is that an unexpected environment 
can happen. Sometimes, many unexpected events 
can occur suddenly, unexpectedly, continuously, 
and repetitively, one after another, which is what 
we have seen in the past months.

Laura Duque 

 “Statistics are statistics but the management 
of a company is something more complex.”
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Olav Jones: Recent events have demonstrated 
the importance of being prepared, so I think it is 
easier now to explain to senior management and 
Boards why risk management matters.

Laura Duque: If everyone within the company 
and the management are involved in implementing 
a real risk strategy, the performance of the company 
could be more global and in a way that is unique.

Olav Jones: This issue is a really important one 
given the crisis we have been through. I would say 
that we just have to avoid being too mathematical 
about it. At the end of the day, the calibration is 
really about what stress every company should be 
able to withstand. You can start off with a 1 in 200 
event over a one-year horizon as a starting point 
for analysis, but when you look at the output, can 
you say that this is a reasonable stress test? Is 
it reasonable to expect every company in Europe 
to withstand, say, a 30% drop in equities and still 
be able to meet their liabilities? Under Pillar 2 for 
example, every company should be required as a 
measure of good practice to take a run-off view to 
see what happens over a multi-year period.

Ian Farr: We have a few fi nal questions on the 
benefi ts of clearly defi ning a risk strategy. What are 
the quick wins? How do we explain the cost of the 
implementation of such a strategy both internally 
and externally? How do we benefi t from this?

Isaac Alfon: Every time I think about Solvency II 
implementation, I think about what we are doing 
now that is appropriate for Solvency II and just 
needs to be modifi ed to deliver Solvency II 
rather than re-invented.

Esteban Tejera: We have all gained experience 
and a global approach to risk during the process, 
which is good in itself.

Previous papers on Solvency II published by the 
insurance consulting business of Towers Watson 
include:

Solvency II – Internal Models: Gaining 
Competitive Advantage (December 2008)

Insurance Insights – Solvency II – more than just 
numbers (March 2009)

Insurance Insights – A roadmap to Solvency II 
(August 2009)

Risk & Value Matters – Latest developments in 
Solvency II (Winter 2009)

Risk & Value Matters – Preparing for the Own 
Risk & Solvency Assessments (Winter 2009)

Risk & Value Matters – Solvency II and 
derivatives (Winter 2009)

The above publications can be downloaded 
from our Solvency II website: 
www.towerswatson.com
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